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1. Introduction
The innovation of NFTs has brought new dimensions to many sectors, one of the most prominent
being the video game industry. This brought about a boom in NFTs in 2020 and 2021 (and in the
future). Starting in late 2020, Sir Snorfkin began creating blockchain-related articles and NFT
content. This quickly evolved, and since mid 2021, the Snorfkingdom website and concept was
born.
The Snorfkingdom is a user-driven role-playing adventure story1 which combines blockchain
technology and NFTs to provide a unique, fun experience for its community members. As the
Snorfkingdom team puts ethical values at its forefront, the aim is to create quality NFTs with
tangible value rather than meaningless digital clutter that gives a negative image to the
blockchain/NFT community.
Anyone can participate in and help grow the Snorfkingdom story in big or small ways. Firstly
anyone can do this by simply participating in the community channels, and/or secondly by
contributing ideas and other content suggestions, and/or thirdly by just reading and enjoying
Snorfkingdom content. Alongside user-driven participation, the team will facilitate bi-weekly
updates to Official Lore and incorporate the best user ideas. In addition, the story and official lore
will be created in “Chapters” linked to Snorfkingdom NFTs, with a goal of creating a publishable
product at the end of the closing of an official Snorfkingdom “storyline.”
The Snorfkingdom Website serves as a space for community members to read the latest official
content, check out the latest Snorfkingdom NFTs, improve their knowledge about blockchain
related topics, and enjoy additional blockchain-related content produced by The Snorfkingdom’s
team members. The Snorfkingdom PeakD community is the official spot for user-created content
to be shared by community members. Furthermore, the Snorfkingdom discord is the community’s
official discussion/lounge area to stay up to date, make new connections, and potentially influence
content decisions. To make the most out of your experience, it is recommended to join both the
PeakD and discord communities.
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Disclaimer: The Snorfkingdom is NOT a Play to Earn (P2E) game. However, participating
community members will be eligible to receive Snorfkingdom NFTs.
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2. Summary
After some feedback, it became clear that a Summary of the Snorfkingdom project was beneficial
for users who want to easily understand how the project works. Below is a brief summary of the
Project and the most important information:
1. The Snorfkingdom is a collaborative user-driven project which exists on the blockchain
2. The initial goal of the community is to publish a physical book (and potentially other
physical products in the future)
3. The final product will be influenced by community members and the team, as well as the
many Snorfkingdom NFTs which make up the community
4. Users can obtain Snorfkingdom NFTs by purchasing them or through participation in the
community channels (i.e. our Discord and PeakD channels)
5. Participation in the community is open-ended and can include suggesting new ideas,
engaging in discord discussion, creating artwork, voting on decisions, and more. Active
participation is rewarded by the Snorfkingdom team as well as via the blockchain.
6. Official Lore updates are posted every 2 weeks, and the team will also distribute NFTs
once a week to all active community members with the “citizen” role (and others at the
team’s discretion)
7. Seasonal NFTs are tied to “chapters” in the book, and blending for seasonal NFT badges
will allow community members to have more influence on the outcome of the physical
book which is published.
8. Our team is driven by its values, and will continue to be honest, supportive, transparent,
and inclusive.
9. The Snorfkingdom team may collaborate with other blockchain projects
10. Disclaimer: The Snorfkingdom is NOT a P2E game, and we do not aim to promise any
sort of “earnings” attached to participation in this project apart from obtaining NFTs and
influence in the lore and community.
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3. The Snorfkingdom “Story”
The Snorfkingdom story is an adventurous, fun, witty, user-driven story which combines concepts
of blockchain technology with traditional fantasy story telling. The initial aim of the Snorfkingdom
is to create a publishable book at the end of the closing of an official “storyline.” The story’s content
is not the only thing influenced by the community, as users can also craft seasonal badges and
other NFTs which will be used to recognize active members of the community at the time of book’s
publishing. The team aims to create functional NFTs with a purpose, so all Snorfkingdom NFTs
will have a use, such as being redeemable in the real world, providing additional privileges in the
community, influencing future content choices, or being blendable for one of the already
mentioned types of NFTs.
The Snorfkingdom is set in the Vale of Snorf, a mystical land where beings have discovered the
powers of blockchain technology. This story will weave the ideas of blockchain tech into its
storytelling, character creation, and the overall content of the Snorfkingdom. Community members
are encouraged to help build out this story and its official lore!

Official Snorfkingdom Lore
The Snorfkingdom team’s initial aim is to produce an official Snorfkingdom Lore update once
every two weeks. These updates are something for the community to get excited about, discuss,
and even influence through their own contributions to the story. The team will monitor user-driven
contributions throughout each 2-week period and work to incorporate the most interesting and
desired contributions into the Official Lore.
The Bi-weekly lore updates will also serve as the baseline of official content for the final published
product of the Snorfkingdom, and these updates will also be categorized into Chapters which
coincide with seasonal Snorfkingdom NFTs. In addition to the Snorfkingdom official lore updates,
the team will continue to engage with the community through its official community channels by
organizing discussions and activities, and also through a weekly NFT distribution to active
community members. The details on how community members can contribute to the
Snorfkingdom story and participate is further explained in the following chapter of this whitepaper.

About the Website
The Snorfkingdom Website, briefly, is the official space for official Snorfkingdom Lore releases.
The team aims for the Snorfkingdom to be a welcoming space for blockchain veterans and
newcomers alike, and as such the team will also occasionally publish other blockchain related
content. This content may be related to tutorials or other educational content, review articles or
guides, content related to collaborations, and more. The website is subject to change as
necessary as the Snorfkingdom story and community develop further.
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4. How to participate
Becoming a member of the Snorfkingdom community is as easy as joining and following our
channels! However, actively participating in the Snorfkingdom is highly encouraged, as we are
building a user-driven story together with our community. This section is broken down into the
following parts
a.
b.
c.
d.

Snorfkingdom community channels
What counts as a contribution to the Snorfkingdom Story?
Becoming a citizen(verified member) of the Snorfkingdom
Discussion in Snorfkingdom streams and chats

Snorfkingdom community channels
As noted, there are multiple official channels where one can become a part of the Snorfkingdom
Community. Currently, the official channels of the Snorfkingdom are as follows:

Name
Official Website

Link

Description

https://snorfkingdom.com/

Official hub for bi-weekly
additions to the official
Snorfkingdom lore

Discord Community

https://discord.gg/xxZHuW9u9P

Our spot for active
discussion, story
contributions, and more

PeakD Community

https://peakd.com/c/hive123023/created

Official hub for users to
publish contributions for all to
enjoy

Twitter

https://twitter.com/snorfkin

Follow for the latest updates
on Snorfkingdom Activities

https://neftyblocks.com/c/snorfki
ngdom

These are the official spot for
Snorfkingdom collection
NFTs

Snorfkingdom Collection
Site(s)

https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer
/collection/snorfkingdom

What counts as a user contribution to the Snorfkingdom Story?
There is a wealth of creativity within the blockchain and NFT spaces, and as a result, the
Snorfkingdom team encourages users to unleash their creativity when it comes to contributing to
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the story. Generally, for user contribution to be considered in the design of the official storyline,
the user must submit a post in the Snorfkingdom PeakD community2. The PeakD community* as
the hub for user-created content, where anyone can write lore, create videos or art etc which
helps influence the future of the story. Think of this as something similar to a "choose your own
adventure" story, with the main differences being that the choices are open ended and anyone
can add to the ideas, and there are no pre-defined outcomes. So, you may wonder, what counts
as a user-contribution to the Snorfkingdom Story?
*New to PeakD/Hive Blockchain? To create an account and post in the Peakd community, follow
this tutorial here.

Suggestions of new characters or other story elements
Do you have some great ideas for a new setting, a new adventurer, or some other new idea which
would make a great contribution to the Snorfkingdom storyline? If so, write up your idea(s) and
share them via a PeakD post!

Snorfkingdom storyline commentary
Do you not have any new ideas, but you still want to review a specific event, or comment on a
particular character? Feel free to contribute commentary content, as the Snorfkingdom team
would love to hear about the community’s opinions on the story, the characters, and also the
decisions they make.

User-created artwork
Not in the mood for sharing any written content? That’s okay! If you like creating art, please share
your creativity by designing new characters, creating your own interpretations of existing ones,
drawing new settings, cosplaying, or anything else related to the Snorfkingdom! As the
Snorfkingdom team makes use of pixel-art styled artworks, these are much appreciated, but of
course not the only form of artwork valued by the team and the community.

Discussion in Snorfkingdom streams and chats (currently not possible)
In the future, the team aims to grow its capacity, and with that establish a periodic moment to
meet and discuss the Snorfkingdom Story with its community members in a chat. This may be
done in a live stream or via a discord fireside chat. If you have any experience with streaming and
want to become involved as an official member of the snorfkingdom team, please do not hesitate
to contact one of the team members on discord.

2

As the community is still growing, the team will currently also consider contributions which arise from
discussion in the community discord. However, a PeakD post is always recommended.
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Becoming a Citizen (verified member) of the Snorfkingdom
After joining the Snorfkingdom Discord community, users are granted the “traveler” role. Travelers
are more than welcome to participate in all Snorfkingdom community discussion and activities,
but with no additional privileges. To gain the “citizen” role, users must publish a post in the
Snorfkingdom PeakD community. This post must contain the following details to be considered
valid for obtaining the “citizen” status in the community:
1. A brief introduction about yourself (this can be about a fictional character such as your
gamertag or your own proposed Snorfkingdom character, the real you, or a mixture of
both, anything is welcome!)
2. Share one thing that you like about the Snorfkingdom Community
3. Share one comment, question, or idea, which adds value to the Snorfkingdom story and
community.
4. (optional) make use of one of the Snorfkingdom PeakD banners in your post!
Please note that while your post must contain the above details, we greatly value creativity and
active participation, so please feel welcome to be as creative as you’d like when creating your
inaugural Snorfkingdom PeakD post!
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5. How do the NFTs (and distribution) work?
First and foremost, the Snorfkingdom storyline content operates in seasons. Each season will be
tied to an actual chapter in the final published Snorfkingdom story. Seasons are currently not
defined on a set time period, but the team may adjust this depending on how the story and NFTs
evolve. Within the Snorfkingdom Universe, there are currently three main types of functional NFTs
in mind. The aim is to ensure that all NFTs created are functional, valuable, and useful in some
way to the Snorfkingdom community.

Seasonal NFTs and Snorfkoins
With each season of the Snorfkingdom, there will be a new set of seasonal NFTs which
community members can purchase or obtain through their own contribution(s) or active
participation in the community. These seasonal NFTs will be linked to the Snorfkingdom story, it’s
lore, and other storyline-related content. Alongside these NFTs, users can obtain bronze, silver,
and gold Snorfkoin NFTs, which will be able to be blended or burned in exchange for other
functional Snorfkingdom NFTs. In addition to trying to make the Seasonal NFTs and Snorfkoins
functional in their own right (as potential screensavers, artwork, etc), community members will be
able to blend seasonal Snorfkindgom NFTs to receive contributor badges, which are described in
the following section.

Snorfkingdom Contribution Badges
The Snorfkingdom final story will undoubtedly recognize all the community members who have
actively participated in and contributed to the storyline. Functional NFTs in the form of
Snorfkingdom Contribution Badges will be minted at the end of each chapter to recognize
community members who have actively participated in the season, either by adding contributions,
purchasing and blending seasonal NFTs, or adding value to the community in other ways. At the
end of the first Snorfkingdom storyline when the team works on the publishable product, those
who collected one or more contribution badges will be recognized in the physical version of the
final product. Collect each season’s contribution badge and you will receive a major mention in
the Snorfkingdom published product. The Snorfkingdom team is also considering additional
benefits for the most active community members, and will update as necessary. Currently,
seasonal NFTs are available for purchase at the Snorfkingdom collection sites on Neftyblocks
and Atomichub.

Miscellaneous NFTs and Weekly Drops
Last but not least, special edition Snorfkingdom NFTs will be distributed at other events
throughout the future. These NFTs will also be functional just as the other Snorfkingdom NFts,
and will be considered as contribution badges in their own right. Currently, these NFTs will be
solely obtainable at DYGYCON events, but this may be expanded or altered in the future.
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To keep the community active and engaged, the Snorfkingdom team will also conduct weekly
Snorfkingdom NFT drops which will occur around a similar time to the bi-weekly official story
times. These will be distributed randomly to a number of active discord community members,
those with the “Ancient of the Vale” status in the community, as well as to those actively
contributing in the Snorfkingdom PeakD community. The team will limit these drops to
Snorfkingdom NFTs currently, but may adjust this in the future in the case of collaborations with
other blockchain/NFT projects.

6. Values of the Community
As members of the blockchain community, the Snorfkingdom team believes in the potential for
this technology to create positive transformations in society and have a positive effect on our
community. With that in mind, there are some core values which drive the Snorfkingdom and its
community forward.

Honesty/Integrity:
Unlike many crypto-influencers or blockchain projects, our team will refrain from unnecessary
shilling and clickbait-style content. The community should be honest and share their constructive
(and critical) perspectives. This is also important to ensure that people new to the community
come to stay rather than succumb to scams and others who would take advantage of them. In
addition to this, community members can expect to receive high-quality content first and foremost.

Generosity:
Without the support of a community, the content we create would not be possible, and therefore
generosity and gratitude are important values of our community. Please make sure to pay forward
good deeds and be kind and helpful as much as you can to your fellow community members!

Accountability:
As content created has an influence on the community and the perceptions of the blockchain
space, it is important to be open for constructive feedback and make improvements and changes
where possible. Please always be willing to share your opinions and feedback with our team so
that we can continue to grow together!

Inclusion and Diversity:
The blockchain space, like many tech spheres, does not necessarily imply inclusion and diversity.
As our societies are made up of diverse individuals and groups, it is important to respect and
encourage that, and these two aspects will always be at the forefront of the Snorfkingdom
community, where all are welcome! We value the diversity of our community members and their
creative contributions to the Snorfkingdom story and community atmosphere.
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Supportiveness
Building on the ideas of inclusion and diversity, The Snorfkingdom aims to support blockchain
newcomers with high-quality educational content, and the team will support and collaborate with
others in the blockchain realm. Publishing tutorials, best practices, and extending a helping hand
to those that want to become part of the community is a core tenant. Only by extending a helping
hand to others can a small village grow to a kingdom. Collaborative efforts with other blockchain
based or curious projects are welcome so long as they are aligned with The Snorfkingdom's
guiding principles and contribute to the space in a positive manner.

7. About the Team and Disclaimers
At the current stage, the Snorfkingdom consists of two dedicated members, with additional
support from other community members who have contributed to the project and its community
thus far. The two dedicated members are Sir Snorfkin and FWXIII, and this list is subject to grow
as new community members step up to become dedicated team members. Below are more
details and disclaimers for additional transparency, and if you have any further questions,
uncertainties, or worries about our integrity please do not hesitate to contact us so that the team
can add to this section.

Team Members
Sir Snorfkin
Sir Snorfkin is an academic and blockchain enthusiast who has been involved in the creation of
high quality blockchain content since late 2020. As someone who believes in the transformative
power of NFTs and blockchain technology, Sir Snorfkin works to ensure that newcomers to the
blockchain space can enjoy and learn about the positive aspects that this technology has to offer
rather than fall victim to scams.
In the Snorfkingdom story, Sir Snorfkin is a blockchain adventurer who hails from the Vale of
Snorf. Having come into contact with a wealth of blockchain projects, Sir Snorfkin wanted to start
sharing these stories with his friends back home in the Vale. Thus, the Snorfkingdom was born,
and the kingdom is welcome to travelers as well as those who would like to make the
Snorfkingdom their permanent home! To build a thriving kingdom, Sir Snorfkin continues to add
to the knowledge everyone has about the Vale of Snorf and its history, culture, and wonders. In
addition, he also works hard in the forge, crafting Snorfkingdom NFTs for the entire community to
enjoy.

FWXIII
With a background in game design and being an avid technologist, blockchain gaming and the
dissection of games has turned into a hobby FWXIII is passionate about. Taking inspiration from
the bridge builders and reviewers before him, he began his content creation career by reviewing
10

and writing his discoveries in the blockchain gaming realm. In his spare time, FWXIII also is
involved in (and fostering support from) The Crypto Gaming Guild and various NFT projects under
the artist name 0xBXIII including Ada Nuggets. FWXIII will focus on the continued creation of
articles both on the Snorfkingdom website, as well as in the Snorfkingdom Hive Community.
In the Snorfkingdom story, FWXIII is known as Ulfric. Ulfric traveled far and wide before landing
in the Snorfkingdom Tavern and joining the Snorfkingdom! When not adventuring out in the wilds
of the blockchains, he can typically be found in Snorf’s Tavern – sharing an ale and a game with
other patrons. More mysteries may lie behind his goblin cloak, but only time will tell.

Disclaimers
Nothing contained within this document or any postings by members of The Snorfkingdom should
be considered financial or investment advice. All users and readers are strongly encouraged to
do their own due diligence research and verify the veracity of any information. Any sponsored
content published within the Snorfkingdom will be marked as such. The Snorfkingdom is not
intended to be nor marketed as a “play to earn” (P2E) game nor are any profits or proceeds
implied with participation in the Snorfkingdom Community. The Snorfkingdom does not
The Snorfkingdom is intended as a community-driven story project with the end goal of publishing
a physical product. However, contribution to the Snorfkingdom community does not guarantee
that users will receive this physical product. Non fungible tokens (NFTs) may be distributed as
part of the Snorfkingdom project, but are also not guaranteed. The current and future roadmap of
the Snorfkingdom are subject to change. While the Snorfkingdom team members will work to
communicate any such changes to its community members, this is not guaranteed.
The Snorfkingdom’s NFTs are based on the Wax Blockchain and distributed via the Neftyblocks
and Atomichub platform. We accept no liability for losses or damages which result from any
activities or which occur to the users via these platforms or any other third parties.
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8. Conclusion
In summary, we gladly welcome all future and existing members of the blockchain community to
take part in the Snorfkingdom story. We are exploring NFTs in a different context than play to
earn games, and we hope that we are able to bring along as many people as possible as part of
our project.
The Snorfkingdom Lore is evolving over time, and we hope in the future to be able to expand our
goals to additional tangible products, alongside books and much more. If you have any ideas or
suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact Sir Snorfkin or FWXIII via our community channels.
If you would like to enquire about potential collaborations or promotions, please reach out to the
Snorfkingdom at contact@snorfkingdom.com.
Welcome to the Snorfkingdom, Blockchain Adventurers!
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